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Princess Remedy in a World of Hurt is a pretty fun game with great music. It's short, but it's also free. Give it a try.. This is
actually a very simple mobile game.. This game is as good as hotseat gaming (multiplayer on one pc) has ever gone.

My friends and I have easily spent THOUSANDS of hours playing this game since it was released in 2003, for it is one of the
only games I have ever found that if you and your mates are in need of something to do it shall NEVER fail to amuse untill your
asking yourselfs 'Where did the sun go, why is it dark also I'm hungry!'. If you want to play this game I recommend you stock up
on the pizzas and soda because you aren't going to want to leave this game for a long while!

The only thing I would have against the game is a slight glitch with the A.I. . For some reason when we play against the
computer to get the AI to function properly on the hardest difficulty 'Emperor' we found that at least one AI's needs to be set to
'King' the second hardest difficulty. Don't ask me why but it seems to make a significant difference to game play.

For getting a feel for the story and getting a love for the characters in the game I would also recomend Age of Wonders 2 as
well for it's sheer amazing story line.. If my computer could actually handle it, I feel like this game would be pretty okay.. Pretty
cool game even in early access. I loved the unique story and interesting solutions in gameplay. Controls are ok, graphics are ok,
but need a bit polish, sound is ok as well. I'm completely happy with this puchase and can recommend When They Arrived to
any survival genre fans.. Well, this \u201cearly access\u201d VN has been abandoned for sure (at least on the day I last played
it, 11\/09\/2016). Missing sprites (right in the beginning of the game), uninteresting and barely developed characters, wasted
concept. Like Infinite Game Works Ep 0, it had a certain potential, but the execution of this project failed. It\u2019s sad, the
art style is lovely and the BGM is much better than the first game, and when things start to get somewhat interesting, it ends.
Just like that.

I don\u2019t know if the developers still read reviews (probably not), but I really hope that they can start working on this
project again. At least add just a bit more of content and finish the story. Leaving it in EA for almost a year without any news is
a really mean thing to do to the players.

2\/10. Avoid these two games, even on sale.. this game is really just a joke the graphics are aweful the story is abismal no
personality and in my opinion a waste of money. The physics seems a bit wonky and inconsistent at times with how far the ball
goes based on how hard you shoot it, but it is a very impressive--although simple--simulation. This is a solid sim, but the size of
the headset and shape of my Odyssey controller made it difficult to perfectly simulate shooting a ball because you can't bring
your hand as close to your face as you would without an HMD, obviously.

Even when you miss--and you'll miss a lot--it's fun shooting with motion controls. Teleporting around is quick and simple and
the graphics are solid. At 90fps, the game really looks sharp and smooth.

I recommend this if you're someone who likes to casually shoot hoops and get a little exercise.. Haha, best 50cents I've ever
spent :)

Got the game cause of the awesome pixel art, but it only lasted about 5 minutes... 2 minutes if you speed run it ;(
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Wow! Finally an Indie game that's really worth playing. I never write reviews, but I thought this game really deserved it. The
humor was spot on, not too much but not too serious either. The puzzles weren't really out there like some other point-n-click
games. Yeah the difficulty might have been a little too rough even on the leisure setting, and the arena had way too many fights
that drew the action down, but with a little tweaking, it's a sure challenge for anybody who wants to test their mettle. This game
is indeed a diamond in the rough. I enjoyed it from start to finish... Congratz for a game well done!. well done, i would like to
see more dlc in the near future plz :) also maybe some urban infintry suport roll. This is excellent point and click adventure and
should be enjoyable to those who love these kind of games.
The puzzles mostly involve manipuation of object and various combinations between them.They fall a bit on the hard side but
they are very rewarding.
The graphics are excellent and the locations that you visit are variable with only the animations of the characters lacking but that
is not a significant problem.
For those of us not having english as our native language there are a few words (technical terms and objects ) that you may have
to look up.
I also want to praise the voice over (for the most part ) and especiallly the protagonist.
Last but not least for my is the sense of calm and dreamy atmosphere that you acquire by playing this game (excellent after a
hard day at the work.
Very highly recommended for the absurdly low price (0.99) that i got it

. Why is this dead? It's such a great game... absolutely zero servers online for me. CAPTAIN BACKEEEEN!!!
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